Route 19: E. Exchange/Eastland Weekend Schedule

How to Read the Schedule

Match the numbered circle on the map to the column of times with the same number to see when the bus serves that location (these locations are called timepoints).

To determine when the bus serves a stop farther from timepoints, look at the time on the timepoint before your stop. Each timepoint has an ‘M’ in front of each time. If the times are 7:11 and 7:23, and you’re trying to find when the bus will be at 7:15, you could estimate when the bus will arrive. PM times is always. Always be at your stop. Timetables and to.

This symbol indicates transfer points. Routes serving a transfer point are indicated at the top of the time schedule and
just above the name of the stop.

The PM times are in PM Time

SUNDAY SCHEDULE

CLEVELAND ROAD

To determine when the bus serves a location, match the numbers on the map to the corresponding number on the schedule.

To determine when the bus serves 2 different stop locations, look at the time on the timepoint before your stop. Each timepoint has an ‘M’ in front of each time. If the times are 7:11 and 7:23, and you’re trying to find when the bus will be at 7:15, you could estimate when the bus will arrive. PM times is always. Always be at your stop. Timetables and

WEEKDAY SCHEDULE

S. HOWARD AVE.

Text to find out when the next bus is leaving from your stop, watch your bus move on a map in real time, or download the MyStop app or sign up for text!

FRIDAY SCHEDULE

S. MAPLE ST.

How to Schedule

Please have exact fare. Operators do not carry change.

Text your bus stop

To determine when the bus serves a location, match the numbers on the map to the corresponding number on the schedule.

Fare Information

PM times are in PM Time
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